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No. 1295.

IN THE

United States Circuit Court of Appeals

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT.

F. G. LANGE,
Appellant,

VS.

C. J. ROBINSON ET AL.,

Appellees.

APPELLEES' PETITION FOR REHEARING

We respectfully ask the Court to grant a rehearing

of this case. No more important principle has been

considered than the one in this opinion. Alaska is as

large as the western half of the United States and al-

most its entire area is of the same character of country

as that involved in this litigation. Therefore, large

territory and many people will be interested. The judg-

ment of the trial judge familiar with the climate, geo-

logical conditions and ordinary physical character of

the surrounding mines is by it set at naught.

The opinion decides that if in the sedi-

ment—not the gravel—found in the surface



stream, there be found a few light colors of

gold that that is a sufficient discovery of the supposi-

titious "pay" in a conjectural prehistoric channel 125

to 150 feet deeper. The sediment of the surface stream,

not in itself sufficiently sown with gold to make it a

valuable mineral deposit under the laws of the United

States, is the foundation for monopolizing large areas

of Government land because 150 feet beneath the sur-

face upon the bedrock there may be an old channel

within the surface lines of the location carried verti-

cally downwards. No continuity existing of the specks

of gold upon the surface with any other specks of gold.

No connection between the upper channel and the

lower channel. No knowledge of the direction of the

buried channel, no sampling or panning of its sup-

posed contents. Its existence does not appear save and

except in the mind of the man whose opinion is that be-

cause a channel exists one mile off, he may find another

containing pay upon bedrock. Admittedl}'^ there is a

separation betv/een the surface stream and the bedrock

channel which may or may not exist.

Let us analyze the opinion in this case. Here is what

we find therein

:

(a.) That there is and was a surface stream called

Cripple Creek.

(b.) That from the surface sediment therein, there

was panned some small particles of gold—2 to 6 fine

colors.



(c.) That the surface stream will not pay and the

miner had no thought, hope or expectation that it ever

would. (His location was, therefore, not made upon

the "discovery" or facts above described.)

(d.) That below this surface stream there is and was

125 to 150 feet of soft muck and material of no value.

(e.) That the "pay stream," if any, is upon a bed-

rock 90 to 150 feet down and is narrow and confined

v.'ithin the limits of an old channel.

(f.) That until this bedrock is reached it can not be

determined whether any part of the claim contains

gold in such quantity as to be of value for placer (drift)

mining.

The above appears from an analysis of the opinion,

and from it, what had the miner to find? He had the

surface—he had the few^ fine colors of gold, but he did

not have the bedrock; he did not have the subterranean

stream. If he did have one he did not know that any

portion of an old buried channel that might be with-

in his location, would carry pay. Some channels have

no pay; some channels have pay in portions, depending

upon the riffle bedrock; all channels have blanks; no

chanels are all pay. Having analyzed the opinion we

want to attract attention to just one other point. The

locator says: "I located them (the locations) to pros-

pect and sink shafts and see if I couldn't find pay on

bedrock on Cripple Creek." (Tr. 44.)



The testimony shows further that up to the time of

the trial no shaft had been sunk deeper than eight feet,

nor had any pay ever been found on the creek nor nearer

than a mile, and that on Esther Creek.

This decision, in our opinion, is in direct conflict with

Chrisman vs. Miller, 197 U. S., page 313. The "dis-

covery" of Chrisman vs. Miller was greater in amount,

quality, and degree than that here, and for the follow-

ing reasons : Petroleum is always found in some crack,

crevice or cavity in the earth. Each particle of oil lies

next to and presses against the other. Where you find

one atom of petroleum, you will have a continuous

connection from that atom to the next atom. You have

something to follow and by following it you grasp the

whole. Follow, follow, follow. There can be no sep-

aration, no throw or fault. The fissure or cave may be

large or small, but no matter how large it is, each par-

ticle of oil lies next to and is connected with others. As

the pressure of the gases, or of water percolating

through the upper crust impinges upon the oil in the

bed wherein it lies, it is forced along the line of least

resistance to other places, but never is there a separation

of the oil substance. Drop for drop and part for part,

large or small, connection is always there. You have

one end of the thread in the hand, and without a break

trace it inch by inch, foot by foot to the storehouse and

looms of the weaver. How then, can it be possible,

logically reasoning, that there was no discovery in



Chrisman vs. Miller, while in this case there was a dis-

covery of mineral? Says the Supreme Court of the

United States, in the former case (p. 323) : "There must

" be such a discovery of mineral as gives reasonable

" evidence of the fact, either that there is a vein or lode

" carrying the precious mineral, or if it be claimed as

"placer ground that it is valuable for such mining"

In the Chrisman vs. Miller case, we showed that the

piece of ground in dispute contained the shales and

sandstones that almost always carried oil; that the lo-

cation was in the midst of the same shales and sand-

stones and surrounded by flowing wells and that on

the ground itself, "there was a spring and that the oil

"came out and floated over the water of that spring

" and that in June, 1905, there was there a little water

" with oil and a little oil with water coming out. It

" was dripping over a rock about two feet high. There

" was no pool. It was just dripping a little water and

" oil—not much water," and the Supreme Court of

California, and the Supreme Court of the United

States, held that in a controversy between mineral

claimants that was an "indication of petroleum" and

that "it only suggests a possibility of mineral of suf-

" ficent amount and value to justify further explora-

" tion;" that "it merely suggested a possibility that the

"ground contained oil sufficient to make it 'chiefly

" 'valuable therefor.' " Now then, how much differ-

ent is it here? Oil is oil and gold is gold. We simply



have, quoting from the opinon here, **two to six fine

colors of gold in the several washings." Very likely

just discernible to the naked eye and probably requir-

ing thousands of them to make a grain : no connection

exists between one color of gold and another color of

gold. In fact, a few pie plates full of sediment de-

posited along the side of the creek, yielding but a few

colors. It is admitted in this case that the values lie on

bedrock and that they are confined within the wash

gravels. The buried channels of these prehistoric

stream.s are of no greater extent or width than the

streams now running on the top of the tundra. It is ad-

mitted that the bedrock is all the way from 90 to 150

feet deep. These colors on the surface have no con-

nection with the bed of the stream below and it is not

true that the stream on top follov/s within hundreds of

yards, the channels below. The streams never im-

mediatel}'- overlie in their courses the streams below,

nor do they have the same general course. Ordinarily

they have quite a different course and frequently lie at

right angles to the direction of the buried stream. The
bed of the ancient waterway may contain the con-

centrated gold of ages. It may carry no gold if none

to concentrate. It may have blank places and pay

places. Lying over this auriferous gravel, is approxi-

mately 50 to 100 feet of muck and decayed schists hav-

ing therein light flakes of gold possibly carried by the

winds, like gold leaf could be, or by ice, or streams of



water. This muck, peat, or tundra of decomposed rein-

deer moss, gradually compassing, gathers within itself

from time to time a few colors of gold. How different

from the relation of these colors one to the other is the

association or embrace of the crude oil?

This Court has evidently overlooked this idea, be-

cause it is said in the opinion, "The bedrock on Esther

" Creek is from 90 to 100 feet below the surface, while

" upon the land involved in this action this rock is from

" 125 to 150 feet below the surface and the overlying

" ground is of no value, that is, it does not contain suf-

" ficent gold to pay for working it. The plaintiff is a

" miner of many years' experience and testified in sub-

" stance that before making his locations, he washed

" upon each claim a few pie-plates of the sediment de-

^* posited in and along the sides of the creek" (surface

creek) , "upon which the claims are located and found

" in the several washings from two to six fine colors of

" gold. This was all of the gold. Plaintiff also testi-

" fied his belief that there was gold in the bedrock of

" the claims located by him was based upon the colors

" which he had found and the further facts that the

" sam.e general character of sediment deposit and rock

" and soil formation were found in these claims, as on

" the mineral lands on Esther Creek, and that in all

" localities where placer mining is conducted, where-

" ever gold is found on the surface there will be more

" or less on the bedrock. He also stated that the 'pay
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" 'streak' in lands of this character is narrow and usually

" confined within the limits of an old channel; that it is

" often found necessary to sink many shafts before it is

" located, and that the sinking of shafts to such depths

" as is required upon the lands in controversy, would
" be very expensive. * * *

"It will be noticed from the foregoing statement of

" facts, that prior to making the locations under con-

" sideration plaintiff did not actually discover gold in

" paying quantities upon the claim located, but he did

" find some small particles of gold therein. Was this

" sufficient to give the plaintiff the right to locate as

" placer mining claims the lands upon which this gold

"was found?" (Italics are ours.)

From the foregoing it will be seen that this Court

has overlooked, as \\t said above, the conditions exist-

ing in that country and the action of the forces of na-

ture with respect to placer mineral deposits. This

opinion admits that on the surface stream where this

sediment was panned in a pie-plate, that there is not

gold in paying quantities; that from 125 to 150 feet

underlying this surface stream is the hidden pay chan-

nel and that this pay streak is narrow. The opinion

further states the fact, that the overlying ground above

this buried channel is of no value, and it also states that

it is often necessary to sink many shafts before it is lo-

cated. Is not this opinion then fallacious and in viola-

tion of the experience of the judges who have signed



the same? They all know that these ancient, hidden

channels are sometimes found upon the tops of moun-

tains, thousands of feet in elevation above, and miles

from the canyons carrying the present streams and

rivers. They all know from the cases that they have

been passing upon from Alaska, that the greater num-

ber of valuable claims are bench claims; that these

bench claims are situate far from the surface

creeks and in the first, second, third, fourth,

fifth or other tiers from the surface creeks;

that these bench claims depend for their value

upon the finding in deep shafts of this buried pay

streak. That of the great many bench claims, those

bench claims only which find the pay channel have

worth, the latter being a few in number—the great ma-

jority of bench claims being "blanks." This opinion

states that this panning was done in the sediment of the

present surface stream. There is no connection between

it and the underlying, ancient stream. There it lays be-

tween the surface stream and the old channel 125 and

150 feet, of a barren blanket zone or shield. No loca-

tion was based upon the sediment of the surface stream.

It was not located for the values that were in the sur-

face stream. This the opinion states was ^ the case.

The few colors concentrated by the surface stream in

its ceaseless flow, of the gold gathered into the roots

and filaments of the reindeer and other mosses, was not

gold in paying quantities upon the claim located, but
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as is stated in the opinion merely some small particles of

gold therein. Then unless some connection, some pene-

tration through the barren barrier overlying the buried

channel be shown, does all that was made out in the

case go farther than that the miner probably had a

hope? Was it as good as a mere guess? Did he have

a reasonable prospect of success? Is the hidden chan-

nel easier to find than the needle in the haystack? We
don't imagine a thread in the eye of the needle—nor

following the gold with a hazel rod or magnet.

Having compared placer let us proceed to quartz

ledges. How different is the continuity of a vein or

ledge! Starting on a seam we follow it sometimes to

large deposits of ore or until it peters, but we have al-

ways "the sheet of mineralized material in the mass of

the mountain"—a single crevice, connected with or dis-

connected from other crevices, or widening out into the

large deposits or fissures of extent. When faulted such

throw or displacement is disclosed usually by the

"drag" of the miner, but continually ledge, not always

shoots, but always ledge. Follow, follow^, follow,

what—always vein. Cases builded upon the by-word

"follow" are cited to sustain the opinion of this Court

in the case at bar.

As is said in Shoshone Min. Co. vs. Rutter, 87 Fed.,

807, "The discovery was made in running a tunnel,

" w^here small seams of iron oxide, quartz, and small
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" quantities of carbonate of lead were found, two or

" three inches wide. These indications were of such a

" character as miners in that district would follow in the

" expectation of finding ore, and such as would justify

" miners in working a claim for that purpose. The
" rock in these seams was different from the country

" rock and was of such a character as is designated by

" the witnesses, who were practical miners," as a vein

containing rock in place, bearing mineral. "These facts

" show that the location was made in good faith, and

" not simply upon a conjectural or imaginary existence

" of a vein or lode, which can not be permitted." (Ital-

ics are ours.)

Follow! Something to follow is the controlling prin-

ciple. Now, apply this to the case at bar. Can there

be anything more conjectural or imaginary than that a

man who within his 20 acres finds a few colors on the

surface, may sink from the surface through this muck
125 to 150 feet and find within his said 20 acres a prehis-

toric channel ? And if he finds one, that it carries pay and

that he will get a pay portion? These surface colors, the

opinion states, maybe found almost anywhere in Alaska.

That pay has been found in another channel a mile or

more distant may give "hope" to the locator that he

may find it but pay is elusive and conjectural until found.

Is it not the purest kind of conjecture and merely a

hope on the part of the miner that he may within the
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20 acres limit of his claim, find pay on bedrock? Would

it be any different if a flow of lava or a cement bed lay

over the auriferous channels underneath and the sur-

face sediment carrying the few colors? Is not the

separation as complete in the one as the other? Even

the ocean water contains gold. The California Suisun

Flats carry many colors over their entire area. For miles

on the Oregon Coast near Balls Bluff, on a low tide

after a storm the sea sands are a brilliant sheet of gold,

but, nevertheless the gold is so thin and light that it is

practically of no value and pay does not exist. At the

risk of repeating, in quartz in place there is something

to follow in the seam or fissure. The oil is liquid. The

percolating waters, or vapors, have in the case of rock

in place precipitated their values into the crevice or

fissure, but you can follow—there is continuity. In oil

there is something to follow, or it is found by making

an opening in the cavity, but, in either case, if there be

something found to follow it is continuous from the

first to the last drop. But colors of gold are distributed

over thousands of miles of God's green earth and that

without any relation of one speck to the other.

Section 2320, Revised Statutes of the United States,

says "but no location of the mining claim shall be made
" until the discovery." In Nevada Sierra Oil Co. vs. Mil-

ler, 97 Fed., 681, 683, Judge Ross held upon a de-

murrer to a bill of equity as a matter of law that cer-
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tain facts therein alleged constituted a discovery. Is

not "discovery" a conclusion drawn from the facts al-

leged or proven?

The Supreme Court of California, in Miller vs.

Chrisman, 140 Cal., 446, afterwards sustained by the

Supreme Court of the United States, said: "To con-

" stitute a discovery the law required something more
" than conjecture, hope or even indications. The geo-

" logical formation of the country may be such as

" scientific research and practical experience have shown
" to be likely to yield oil in paying quantities. Taken

"with this, there may be other surface indications, such

" as seepages of oil. All these things combined may be

" sufficient to justify the expectation and hope that up-

" on driving a well to sufficient depth oil may be dis-

" covered, but one and all they do not in and of them-

" selves amount to a discovery." (Italics ours.)

We beg leave to insert an illustration at this point.
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We have assumed in the foregoing illustration that

which was not proven here, to wit:

1. Bedrock.

2. An old channel in bedrock.

3. Gold in the channel in paying quantity within

the surface lines drawn downward vertically.

That the above three propositions did exist was noth-

ing more than conjecture and hope on the part of

the prospector. There was not even an indication of

anything existing, save and except—at some distance

—

bedrock. There was not the slightest possible indica-

tion of a buried channel and not the merest suggestion

that if one existed it had gold in that portion of it

within the lines of the location.

We, of course, know the rule that the same particu-

larity in proof of discovery is not required between

mineral claimants as is required in a controversy be-

tween a mineral and an agricultural claimant; but

discovery should be applied in a fair and reasonable

way, and there can be no great distinction as to what

discovery may be. This Court said in Steel vs. Tanana

Mines Railroad Co., 148 Fed. Rep., 663:

"The sum and substance of this evidence is, not

that gold had been discovered on the claim in such

quantities as to justify a person of ordinary pru-

dence in further expending labor and means with

a reasonable prospect of success, but that colors of
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gold had been found which were fairly good pros-

pects of gold. Doubtless colors of gold may be

found by panning in the dry bed of any creek in

Alaska, and miners, upon such encouragement, may
be willing to further explore in the hope of finding

gold in paying quantities."

In this case the creek had not even been found. A
creek had been found which the opinion and the tes-

timony admit w^as not "the creek" in which the pros-

pector had hopes.

Being willing to further explore in the hope of find-

ing gold in paying quantities must be based upon

something reasonable. There must be some connection

between the gold found and that which is expected

to be found; there must be some lead. It is not fair

for a mineral claimant to impose upon the farmer and,

under the guise of a mining location, to acquire a

ranch. Neither is it fair, and such is not the intendment

of the statute, that a man should, under the pretense

of having made a discovery upon a number of locations,

as appears in this case, without doing any work, monop-

olize that portion of the public lands of the United

States to the exclusion of those who are willing to

go upon said land, put down the holes to bedrock, and

by crosscut from the bottom ascertain in point of fact

whether there be hidden in the grip of ages a buried

channel carrying gold in paying quantities to be

loosened by the pick of the miner for the use, service,

and to add to the wealth of, the world.
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Considering the general physical features and con-

ditions existing locally, we earnestly urge that the

lower Court should not have been reversed. Reversal

puts a premium upon the "dog in the manger" policy.

Greedy and lazy locators will put up stakes as long

as the willows last. As Judge Gilbert says, colors of

gold can be found in any creek and mostly everywhere

else. Men finding such colors have a hope that some

one else may find an extinct river; that a creek bed

may be found by the industrious. Drifting upon such

channel may carry it to the claim of the locator who

never sank a shaft or ran a crosscut, who never worked

and who never will. Such is their hope. It is for

this Court to put the seal of condemnation on such a

monopoly.

We most respectfully urge that this case be given

a rehearing, at which time we will most earnestly

endeavor to demonstrate that the opinion heretofore

rendered should be withdrawn.

Attorneys for Appellees.

Of Counsel.




